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We will develop a new method of cellular level surgery based on the nano-mechanicalAbstract of

handling technology of single molecule proteins we have been developing using the atomicResearch

force microscope. The application of the new method will be injection of genomic DNA intoProject

a single cell, extraction of mRNA and proteins from a live cell and identification of the

extracted molecules. The proposed method has advantage over the conventional methods

using glass micropipettes in its ability to continuously harvest nucleic acids and proteins

from a live cell without destroying it, thus enabling us to collect data concerning time

dependent changes in the physiological and biochemical states of a particular live cell. By

the development of the method, many of the drug tests currently done using animals may be

replaced by those using human cells. The result will be more accurate assessment of toxicity

and side effects of test drugs on human. In the regenerative medicine, the cell surgery

method will be applied to the stem cells in early stage of culture to replace certain genetic

defects with healthy genes and new organs will be created without the genetic defects of the

donor of stem cells who is most likely the recipient of the organs.
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